Disciplinary History for Delta Upsilon Fraternity (99990010)

Incident Date: 2017-02-12  Incident ID: 2016284501
Incident Description:
LUPD observed a group of six men walking on Webster street carrying a mop. The students entered the residence at

Officers knocked on the door and were greeted by When asked about the students, stated that the first year students were not DU pledges yet, but had signed their bids. He also stated that they were there of their own free will and that it couldn't possibly be hazing.

The first year students said that they were no one from DU told them to come clean the residence.

Respect for Others D1 (Hazing)
Respect for Community I1 (Posted Rules and Regulations)
Respect for Community A1 (False Information)
Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)
Respect for Community E1 (Failure to Comply)

Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2017-02-12 to 2018-05-15
Educational Sanction 2
Educational Sanction 3
Educational Sanction 1
Educational Sanction 4
Educational Sanction 5

Incident Date: 2013-10-05  Incident ID: 2013102301
Incident Description:
LUPD were called to the chapter house for a noise complaint. The officers arrived and found a male carrying a bottle of vodka down the 2nd floor hallway. There was alcohol (beer) available to anyone present, but LUPD reports that no one was consuming alcohol when the arrived. However they also noted that the smell of alcohol permeated the building and was fresh. LUPD saw 38 students exit the building.

Respect for Community I1B (Social policy - 1.D.11.a - Irresponsible Distribution of Alcohol)

Disciplinary Warning (Corporate)
Educational Sanction 1
Incident Date: 2013-02-10    Incident ID: 2012205801

Incident Description:
LUPD responded for a report of an unregistered party, a security guard saw 22
women leaving the house. Officers entered the house and found approximately
52 females in small groups of 4-7. The president admitted to the police that they
were holding an "unregistered party". There were numerous empty cups and
cans of beer but no primary source, LUPD speculates that it was put away as
they entered the facility. 74 people (mostly women) left the house and alcohol
was present.

Respect for Community I1A (Social Policy 1.A.8 - Unregistered Party)

Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2013-02-26 to 2013-03-31
Educational Sanction 1